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A word from Classy…

Fancy a rat in your garden? This March I'm teaming up with Mousy
Don's  landscaping  company,  Fruit  Rats,  to  cultivate  beauty  and
charm at the Classy Villa. Mousy and I go way back. He was friends
with my mom, Olestra, when I was but a wee rat flinging oats and
dried spaghetti amock. Like a fun uncle, he always encouraged me to
get my hands and feet dirty  in the garden, even while my nanny
disapproved. I'm excited to have the chance to collaborate with the
legendary gardener rat,  hopefully now with less dried spaghetti. I
look forward to our efforts growing over the next few months. By
the time my June Gala scampers by, everything should be looking
exceptionally classy!

In other news, I'm pleased to update you on the progress of my 2019 charity: Crumb's For Class. Thanks
to your efforts, we are almost half way to our goal after only two months! Tune in later for a special
insider scoop on the conditions of rat public schools, during which I interview students and staff about
their experiences, hopes, and dreams. 

Please enjoy this freshly-sprung spring issue! And remember to cultivate your dreams,

Your friend,
Classy
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Ratertainment: THE RATS

Last month, an exciting music video was put out by the hip rat capella group, THE RATS. We didn’t hear about it
in time for the February 2019 issue, but it deserves recognition! https://vimeo.com/315517443

This  animated  short  was  made  in  48  hours  by  actual  rats  (CCS
students  Ham  Firouzen,  Gracie  Pryor,  and  Max  Paddock).  In  the
short,  four  rats  attempt to woo an old lady  in  the park  through
serenade (a song by the group, Rockapella), and receive loud praise
and fame for their music. Despite all their success, THE RATS still fail
to capture the old lady’s heart. It's a classic unrequited love story!

Ham Firouzen: https://hamfirouzan.myportfolio.com/visual-development-portfolio
Gracie Pryor: twitter.com/graciedraws 
Max Paddock: https://www.maxpaddock.com/

Classy Rat Of The Month

Cricket is the roundest rat in all the land. Many rats strive to achieve this high honor, but Cricket
is the most orb-like rat ever known. This rat-orb can be observed on the surface of the moon
and at Scruffians Rattery in New Zealand. Looking at the other photos of their rats, one can
understand how they managed to foster such a round rat! 

Instagram.com/Scruffiansrattery
scruffiansrattery.co.nz
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Language: Squeaks n’ Clicks

Human scientists have recently begun to pay more attention to the frequency at which rats speak. The problem
is: they can’t understand our language. It’s not just the squeaktax that’s difficult, however. Turns out, us rats just
have too many different dialects, slang terms, and idioms that make understanding us difficult.

Thankfully,  rat  scientists  have  come  out  with  a  solution
DeepSqueak  is  an  educational  language-learning software
meant to bridge the gap between different rat dialects and
create a language that is easier for humans to understand.
Linguistic-specialist-rats, Ember and Vince, have teamed up
with  computer-software-engineer-rat,  Daisy,  to  analyze
patterns in rat-speak and develop this easy language tool
that’s  also  simple for  native speakers  to  adopt.  However,
they are not without criticism.

The Grammar Rats Society is opposed to DeepSqueak. “It goes against every rule in the book,” says Anatolia,
vice-chair  of the Grammar Rats and former elementary school teacher.  “DeepSqueak doesn’t  remove slang
terms or idioms. Those terms should not be used. Also, there are very specific grammatical rules in rat syntax
that are completely ignored!”

Anatolia and the Grammar rats don’t squeak for everyone. Some young rats even find the language easier than
the way they are being taught in school. Ember and Vince make the bold claim that DeepSqueak is the next step
in the evolution of rat language.

DeepSqueak is available on rat.gov and can be downloaded for free for use in the rat domain. Ember, Vince,
Daisy, and the rest of the team that worked on the software encourage rats of all ages to become familiar with
the dialect as it will be useful in the future.

For  more  information  about  DeepSqueak,  view  this  promotional  video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=25LYVxTUZhM
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ClassyNews: Streusal Stuck in Manhole Cover

The sun was about to rise for Rat City, but a good days rest was not in the cards for the family members of
Streusal, a humble chestnut rat and pencil pusher at the Rat City municipal building. He had been on his way
home from work when he decided to take a route that he had not taken in a long while. “This is where I went
wrong.” he admits. The father of 30 found himself stuck in an inlet of a manhole cover for several hours, finally
receiving aid at the break of dawn. 

“I have gained weight since I last tried this shortcut,” he says. “I was too tired to realize my error until it was too
late.” Streusal’s children, Katchen and Hansel take the blame, as they both have been using the winter months
to get better at cooking. They claim their father has been eating a lot extra. Though, Streusal refuses to point
fingers at anyone other than himself. “They are good rats, I am surprised that they are not embarrassed by all
the attention I have drawn in this incident.  I have been meaning to go on a diet for a while, and it is my fault for
putting it off.”

Streusal  was  rescued  by
several pigeon officers and a
small dog. They struggled to
free  Streusal  for  several
hours, until the saliva of the
dog paired with the pigeons
top  secret  lubricant,  finally
set  the  rat  free.  Streusal
suffered  minor  scrapes  and
bruises,  but  otherwise
seems  unbothered  by  the

mishap. “Sometimes, you lose track of things, and before you know it, you become stuck. I got lucky this time,
but I’m going to remember to pay more attention to the sizes of entry-ways from now on.” Katchen and Hansel
are excited to try cooking more healthy meals as the season changes.

Ratsraunt: Future Corn Salsa Restaurant resists drama 
A new restaurant has been slated to open, but a recent accident on the site has
postponed construction. Best friends and business partners, Mint and Cilantro
(“Silly”), had high hopes with their Corn Salsa establishment, but things are no
longer moving smoothly.

Mint accidentally became trapped underneath a large can of western style corn
salsa. He was stuck there for days while Cilantro was no where to be found.
Some sources report seeing Cilantro at the site mere hours before the can was pushed, though both rats deny
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that there was any foul play. But that doesn’t mean that they’re not arguing.

Our ratporters caught a vicious discussion between the two behind closed doors, involving very loud squeaking
and tail thumping action. Details of the argument are unknown, but it’s obvious the salsa rats aren’t sniffing
whisker to whisker.

Mint has visibly changed since the accident. After being admitted to the hospital for 3 minutes, he was deemed
in perfect health and allowed to leave. The estranged rat now wears a bizarre costume involving toilet paper and
a red eye patch. Perhaps this is the point of contention: what kind of corn salsa restaurant owner wears toilet
paper and a red eye patch? None we know. Thus we can speculate that Cilantro wouldn’t be happy about the
behavior of his business-partner.

Despite the drama, the restaurant is  still  planning on opening in late April.  But,  with so many unanswered
questions, Classy readers can only wonder.

Ask Classy
Got a problem? Ask Classy! Send your questions to: 
AskTheClassyRat@gmail.com

Dear Classy,
I’m starting gardening for the first time ever, but I don’t
know what kind of plants to get, or what a garden is even
supposed to look like, I live in a pipe! Help!
GardenInspoPLZ

Dear GardenInspoPLZ,
When in doubt, go to the internet! Look at
#ClassyRatGardens to see what yours truly, and the other
classy rats through the years have done with our spring
gardens. You can also find old magazines about gardening at
the library: those are cool inspiration. Worst comes to
worse, just pick out some plants by buying some from the
gardening store you think smells the best. Don’t be afraid to ask questions- if you plant the wrong stuff, it might 
dominate your garden space and take over.  As Mousy Don has always told me: Just get your feet and hands 
dirty! Hope that helps! Feel free to send me any pictures!
Classy

Dear Classy,
I had to go to the dentist a lot to fix my uneven bite after a motor-cycle accident. Because of this, I don’t have 
enough crumbs for basic things like grooming supplies, clothes, and a subscription to your newsletter. Will you 
give me one for free???? Love you 4ever!!!
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Crumbs4aClassyRat

Dear Crumbs4aClassyRat?
I’m so sorry about your situation! It sure is hard in some parts of the Rat Dimension now that the rat oracle has 
prophesied the need for a higher crumb tax on magazine subscriptions. I’d give you a free subscription, but then
everyone would be asking for one, you know? Try going through the correct pigeon channels, you might be able 
to find a poup-on (pronounced poo-pon) for it. Or, if you know the right enchantment, you can make your own. I
sure hope things get better for you soon. I’m glad you were able to realign your teeth, at least.
Classy
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